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EPV Spotlights Outdoor-Rated 
Twilight Series Screens
BOOTH 9024 EPV Screens is introducing the outdoor-

rated Twilight series screens, the new solutions for 

dedicated residential outdoor spaces for nighttime 

entertainment. The Twilight Electric and Twilight 

Twin are the ideal projector screens for patios, 

pool decks, backyards or wherever friends gather 

outdoors.

The Twilight Electric uses a professional-grade 

matte white screen material with a wide viewing 

angle that accommodates small get-togethers or 

large-venue celebrations. The Twilight Twin features 

a front and rear projection surface supported by a 

tab-tension system. This allows the projection mate-

rial to stay flat and taut, making it compatible to use 

with ultra, short and standard throw projectors. The 

Twilight Series screens include a Radio Frequency 

remote and wireless 12-volt trigger to coordinate 

the screen’s drop and rise with the projector’s power 

cycle. They are IP33 Rated for outdoor installation 

and use.

Samsung Expands Home 
Entertainment Lineup 
BOOTH 14017 Samsung’s new 98-inch Neo QLED 4K 

TV further expands the 2022 Home Entertainment 

lineup to offer an even wider array of options to 

satisfy end-user needs. The flagship 98-inch QN100B 

TV offers impressive black detail, 120W Dolby 

Atmos sound system and a luminous 5,000 nits 

brightness to provide unmatched HDR10+ specular 

levels.

Exclusively designed for the QN100B, the TV 

features a slim fit wall mount, connected stand and 

special back mount holder for the One Connect Box. 

The QN100B is one of Samsung’s thinnest TVs to 

date and is wrapped in a 360-degree full-metal design 

for aesthetics-conscious end users. It is Samsung’s 

first 4K TV capable of playing four sources of 4K 

simultaneously via the Multi-View feature.

EPV Screens’ Twilight Electric screen

SANUS, BOOTH 19035 The SANUS VLT7 Advanced Tilt 4D Premium TV Wall Mount 
allows you to tilt your TV in four different directions—not only up and down, but 
now left and right for swivel capability. This mount provides 6.8 inches of extension, 
allowing even the largest of TVs to achieve the maximum listed tilt range. Large 
TVs installed on traditional tilting mounts often hit the wall, limiting the maximum 
tilt that can be achieved. The VLT7 solves this issue by extending from the wall, 
offering TVs a larger tilt range.

New Noise Cancelling 
Headphones at B&W
BOOTH 12009 In late June, Bowers & Wilkins, 

the renowned British specialist audio 

brand, launched a new premium active 

noise cancelling wireless headphone, the 

Px7 S2.

Px7 S2 is built around an all-new 

acoustic platform designed to deliver 

unmatched high-resolution sound qual-

ity. At its heart are newly developed, 

custom-designed 40mm drive units, 

specifically created to suit the require-

ments of headphone listening. The 

drivers offer an ultra-fast response—

allowing them to faithfully reproduce 

every nuance in a piece of music—while 

remaining supremely low in distortion, 

resulting in a more accurate, high-reso-

lution presentation.
Bowers & Wilkins’s Px7 S2 noise 
cancelling headphones

Samsung’s flagship QN100B TV
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